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DNA Bootcamp 

With Michelle Leonard 

 

We hope you enjoyed the final webinar; here is a list of your optional DNA Bootcamp tasks for this 

week.  

 

DNA Bootcamp Tasks To-Do: 
TASK 1 

 
 

TASK 2 
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TASK 3 

 
 

TASK 4 

 
 

TASK 5 
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TASK 6 

 
 

 

Ethnicity Estimates (Admixture) 

 Ethnicity estimates will vary between companies because they have different reference 

populations and algorithms  

 Don’t take them too literally and remember that the headline percentages are generally 

most accurate at the continental level 

 They can give you a broad idea of your origins and may provide genealogical clues if you 

were adopted or have a recent unknown ancestor mystery but the matches will always be 

the most important part of the test genealogically 

 Pay attention to any Genetic Communities on Ancestry or Genetic Groups on MyHeritage as 

they can provide clues about more distinct ancestral places – remember this information is 

sourced from the trees of your matches and is not technically ethnicity 

 This is an emerging science that will improve over time as more people test and reference 

populations increase so expect to see it change and update periodically 

 

Developing a DNA testing wish list 

 Test your older generations if possible as they simply have more of your ancestors’ DNA 

than you do!  If you don’t have older generations to test then test your peer generation 

 Encourage siblings to test if you don’t have parents to test – remember my playing card 

analogy!  Full siblings will give you additional matches across all lines since they will match 

people you don't on segments of DNA from your parents that weren't passed down to you 

personally 

 When creating your own DNA testing wish list evaluate both your close and more distant 

relatives and use your tree to examine the wider context – build your wish lists out to relates 

at the 2C1R or even 3C level  

 Develop both maternal and paternal autosomal wish lists  

 Also create a Y-DNA wish list if you would like to add Y-DNA to the mix for different lines 
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 The key rule for your autosomal lists is to study each line of your tree and order your list 

from most to least useful target testers – relatives who are the closest generation to the 

common ancestors will be your most useful testers and should be at the top of your list as 

they will help the most with getting more of your ancestors’ DNA to work with and 

narrowing matches down to specific lines 

 

Contacting Matches 

One of the keys to successfully using your DNA test results for genealogy purposes is contacting DNA 

matches and eliciting successful responses. Connecting with your matches can provide the 

breakthroughs needed to identify common ancestors.   

 At Ancestry, 23andMe, MyHeritage and LivingDNA you can only contact matches via their 

proprietary messaging systems whereas FamilyTreeDNA and GEDMatch supply email 

addresses 

 Don’t avoid messaging those with no tree or private trees – some of the most helpful 

contacts can emerge from those situations 

 Before sending an opening message to a match do some preliminary research.  Investigate 

their tree (if they have one) and shared matches to try to work out the connection so you’re 

as informed as you can be before firing off your missive. 

 In the first line of your message always state who matches whom!  Many people manage 

multiple tests so if you don’t identify the match properly they will not know where to look.  

Example: “My test under the name Michelle Leonard matches the test you manage under 

the name H.R.” 

 The number one aim of a first contact is just to get a reply!  Once you have that first reply 

you can carefully build a discourse and develop further goals for future correspondence but 

take this step by step.   

 Your initial message should be short, friendly, informative and non-technical.  It should aim 

to grab your match’s attention and, if possible, offer an incentive to reply: I call this carrot 

dangling or, more aptly, record and photo dangling! 

 Always tailor contact to the match and situation – a different message is required for 

someone with no tree compared to someone for whom you’ve worked out the connection 

 Don’t mention exact common ancestors or surnames unless you have worked out the 

connection via their tree or traditional research as you could be opening a can of worms for 

them if they have an MPE situation. 

 Don’t assume that your match understands genealogy.  For many DNA testing has become 

the new gateway into genealogy and it’s very possible the reason there’s no tree is because 

your match has never compiled one!  Asking for a tree, therefore, may not be the best idea 

as they could feel daunted if they don’t have one to share.   

 Don’t ask for invites to private trees – private tree owners may personally offer invites but, 

equally, they may be reticent to reply if you ask for one outright.  Instead ask for basic 

information which they may feel more comfortable providing. 

 Offer family history information and ask for some in return.  If your match doesn’t have a 

tree, ask if they could supply some simple details about their four grandparents.  If they 

provide this then use the information to build a basic tree for them yourself.  It’s worth 
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offering to help your highest treeless matches compile a tree.  You have to work out which 

matches are worth that level of effort though: is it worth it for a 20cM match?  Probably not.  

Is it worth it for a 120cM match?  Almost certainly.   

 Try to include a simple question or two but no more than that – you don’t want to bombard 

them or make replying anything other than quick and easy.   

 Don’t be too vague about what you want to know but don’t give everything you know away 

at once either as too much information can overwhelm or be a disincentive to replying.  Give 

them the chance to be involved in the discovery process and ask you questions too. 

 Try not to befuddle matches with genealogical or DNA terminology like pedigree chart, 

MRCA, centimorgans (cMs), segments, chromosome mapping etc. This can come later once 

you’ve established a dialogue.  

 Don’t put too much focus on shared surnames as it could confuse e.g. if you both have 

Smiths and your Smiths were from Glasgow while theirs were from Yorkshire they may 

dismiss the match since there’s no connection on that particular line. 

 Try to migrate the contact from the testing company’s messaging platform to email as that’s 

better for long-term communication and you can attach images and photographs whereas 

you can’t on the messaging platforms. 

 Don’t ask matches to upload to other sites in a first contact – people will generally be more 

receptive to transfer requests once you’ve built up a good rapport with them so leave this 

for several messages down the correspondence line. 

 Once you have sent a message make sure you take a note of this fact!  Make notes on the 

platform itself (they all have a notes facility) and also add an update to your chosen master 

repository. 

 Finally try to be patient!  Don’t send several messages in a flurry.  At the end of the day 

many will not reply no matter how well-written your message is but a thoughtful missive will 

elicit more replies than a poor one.  Focus on the goal of getting any initial reply and then try 

to make progress from there.   

 

“No Tree” Tips & Tricks 

 When a match has no tree to speak of and is non-responsive to contact, we have to find 

other ways to try to identify the individual if possible 

 Always check their profile page in case it provides additional information such as age and 

location that could help narrow down the search 

 Realistically you will have to turn to online sleuthing at this point, though, so try google 

searching, obituaries and social media as a starting point 

 Obituaries can be a rich source of data – you may be looking for a living person but they 

could have deceased parents or grandparents in whose obituaries they are named 

 They may have social media profiles on which they’ve publicly added family members, 

photographs and useful family history information 

 If you can identify the match then try to identify their parents and grandparents until you 

are in a deceased generation and then move to building a Q&D tree for them from there  

 Focus your initial attention on the lines that seem most likely to link to lines on your tree and 

only turn to others if those don’t yield any successes 
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Adoption, Unknown Parentage & MPEs 

 If one side (e.g. birth mother’s side) is known ask close relatives on that side to test to help 

with narrowing matches down to the mystery line if possible 

 Additionally build an extensive tree for the known side – the more robust it is, the more 

matches you will be able to eliminate  

 When you receive your results start by investigating your highest matches – if you have a 

match at first cousin level or closer (750cM+) then you have a “jackpot” match and at least 

one side should be straightforward to work out  

 Most people will not receive jackpot matches when they first test but cases can still be 

solved using 2nd, 3rd and more distant cousin matches  

 Use my A, B, C, D clustering method to start grouping matches together into colour-coded 

clusters that you can then investigate one by one 

 Compare the trees and shared matches of your highest matches in all the different clusters 

and try to work out how the shared matches match each other as this should be how they 

match you too – this can lead to identifying sets of common ancestors  

 Once one probable ancestor or ancestral couple has been identified, try to identify another 

from a different cluster that intersects with the first in order to further narrow the tree – 

trace all of the children of the identified ancestral couple, investigate the ancestry of their 

spouses and search your match lists for links to the spousal ancestors  

 Contacting high no tree matches will likely be essential to obtain further information and fit 

them into the wider picture  

 Once you have traced forward to grandparent/parent level it becomes about identifying the 

most likely candidates e.g. who was in the right place at the right time? Eliminate all of those 

you can and concentrate on those who are left  

 If there are a number of candidates, targeted testing of descendants will be required to 

obtain a final answer – this means making contact with potentially close relatives so make 

sure you have a support network on hand to help you navigate this situation  

 If matches are receptive to helping ask them to share match lists with you on Ancestry so 

you can see exactly how well they match other shared matches – this can help enormously 

with working out potential relationships  

 For an adoption situation make sure you have obtained your adoption papers, used official 

adoption support services and explored the applicable adoption contact registers 

 Always follow the DNA above everything else; if you have identifying information from 

adoption papers or family hearsay bear it in mind but remember that DNA can often point in 

different directions to paper trail evidence so trust the DNA and expect the unexpected 

 

What is DNA segment data? 

When you receive Autosomal DNA results all of the different testing companies display the number 

of centiMorgans (cMs) you share with your matches and over how many segments these extend.  

DNA Segment data comprises of more detailed information on these specific segments i.e. which 

chromosomes the segments are located on and the exact locations on those chromosomes at which 

each segment starts and ends.  This type of DNA segment data is only available on 23andMe, 

MyHeritage, FTDNA and GEDMatch - Ancestry does not provide it. 
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Chromosome Browsers 

Chromosome browsers are tools that deliver a visual representation of the exact segments of DNA 

shared between testers and one or more of their DNA matches. They provide information on the 

start and end locations of matching segments and the amount of cMs associated with those 

segments. FTDNA, 23andMe, MyHeritage and GEDMatch all provide both one-to-one and one-to-

many Chromosome browsers while Ancestry, again, does not. 

Chromosome browsers display twenty-three lines to represent the twenty-three chromosome pairs 

(twenty-two pairs of autosomes plus the X-chromosome which is a pair for women and singular for 

men).  We each have twenty-three PAIRS of chromosomes but browsers can only display one line 

per pair because it is currently not possible to automatically separate out the maternal and paternal 

copies of these chromosomes. Never forget both exist, however, and two people matching you on 

the same segment on the same chromosome could be matching on either your maternal copy or 

your paternal copy of that particular chromosome.  It is possible they match each other but equally 

likely they do not, so you have to find out if they do through comparing them to each other if 

possible.  Chromosome browsers can be used to narrow connections down to particular lines of your 

tree and to help with mapping segments of DNA back to specific ancestors. 
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Each chromosome browser has its own way of displaying things and some have very useful extra 

features that you should bear in mind when navigating them.  The core information (visual browser 

chart and DNA data table) is available on every site which offers a browser but not all are equal so 

here are some tips: 

 23andMe’s browser is the only one across the testing sites to offer information on whether a 

match is half-identical (matching on one chromosome copy) or fully identical (matching on 

both chromosome copies).  GEDMatch also offers a visual representation of this but it is not 

available on FTDNA or MyHeritage. 

 MyHeritage’s browser does not include X-DNA data so it ends at Chr 22 – FTDNA, 23andMe 

and GEDMatch all do display X-DNA data although GEDMatch places it in a separate tool 

 23andMe is the only site to allow matches other than the tester to be the base match for 

comparisons; this can be hugely useful in determining if matches all match each other or not 

 Make use of the matrix tool on FTDNA to see if matches are all matching each other when 

they share a segment with you but be aware that this does not necessarily mean they all 

share the same segment on the same copy (it just makes it much more likely) 

 

Triangulation 

Triangulation occurs when three or more DNA testers all match each other on the same segment of 

DNA on the same copy of the same chromosome.  When this transpires it indicates that these 

matches all have a common ancestor or, more regularly, a common ancestral couple from whom 

they inherited this shared DNA segment. 

True triangulation is not possible at Ancestry as it requires segment data which is not supplied but it 

can be partially completed at FTDNA (partially as it requires the co-operation of the match to do a 

full comparison) and fully realised at 23andMe, MyHeritage and GEDMatch. 
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The example above shows a triangulation on 23andMe – to complete this I had to compare myself to 

both Alex and Harry and, most crucially, I had to compare Alex and Harry to each other as well.  

Since we all match each other on the same segment we have triangulated.  Triangulated segments 

always begins from the highest start location and end at the lowest end location between the 

matches as this defines the only part of the segment shared by all.    

 Be careful when using the 23andMe advanced DNA comparison one-to-many chromosome 

browser as it does not show if segments triangulate; you have to do an extra comparison to 

find that out.  The MyHeritage one-to-many browser, on the other hand, always shows if 

segments triangulate. 

 MyHeritage is now the only site that offers automated triangulated segment information via 

the “automated triangulated segments” icon on their “Shared Matches” list.  23andMe used 

to offer this until very recently via the “Shared DNA” column on their “Relatives In Common” 

list but this has now changed to “DNA Overlap” and no longer indicates if matches are 

sharing on the same copy of the same chromosome 

 Always remember that in most cases triangulation is neither necessary nor likely: distant 

cousins are simply much more likely to share different segments from their common 

ancestors than the same ones.  Using shared matches, building trees and clustering is always 

more important for identifying connections but triangulation can occasionally provide added 

assurance. 

 

Third Party Tools 

Third party tools provide an excellent complement to the native tools available on the testing sites 
themselves. It’s not essential to use them in order to successfully identify DNA matches but they can 
provide additional support.  Any tools that aid the discovery process are worth trialling to see if they 
work for you but don’t feel you need to work with all of these tools all of the time – some people will 
prefer painting to clustering and some will prefer spreadsheets to GDAT and that’s ok. It’s all about 
what works for you! 
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Chromosome Mapping 

Chromosome Mapping is the process of assigning particular segments of DNA to specific ancestors 

with the use of confirmed cousin matches i.e. if you share a segment of DNA with a known second 

cousin, it is extremely likely that piece of DNA was passed down to you and your 2nd cousin by your 

shared great grandparents (your most recent common ancestors) and therefore you can map it back 

to them.  You don’t have to only practice chromosome mapping on your own chromosomes either – 

if you have parents and other relatives tested you can also map their DNA.  The more DNA you can 

map back to your ancestors, the easier it becomes to narrow matches down and successfully identify 

cousin connections across your kits. 

It is only possible to undertake chromosome mapping if you have segment data to work with, 

however, so this excludes Ancestry matches unless they transfer their raw data to a site that 

provides segment information (they can transfer to MyHeritage, FTDNA and GEDMatch). 

DNA Painter, created by the fantastic developer Jonny Perl, is the number one tool for chromosome 

mapping.  It allows you to use different colours to represent different ancestors and the segments 

that have been mapped back to them.  It’s exciting to see your map develop and chromosomes start 

to fill up but it is also a useful reference.  Whenever you get new matches, check the segment data 

for them in case they match up on any of the segments you’ve already mapped – whenever they do 

you can instantly narrow them down to the ancestors to whom you have already mapped that piece 

of DNA. 

I do not recommend mapping close relatives in general and especially if you have parents tested – 

start with any relatives that can at least narrow the connection to one of your four 

grandparents/great grandparental couples e.g. 1C1R or 2C especially older generations. Never paint 

full siblings as this can lead to confusion due to the fact full siblings share DNA on both copies of 

your chromosomes.  If you don’t have a parent tested, however, and narrowing down to paternal or 

maternal is a struggle then it is worth painting a closer maternal only or paternal only relative (e.g. 

first cousin) as a guide to help with narrowing your matches down to one side or the other and you 

can always delete this match at a later stage as everything is editable and customisable on DNA 

Painter.   

Start by painting all of your highest identified matches across the different testing sites (whichever 

ones you have tested at or uploaded to) and make sure you only ever paint your personal matches 

to your DNA Painter profile – do not try to add matches that match other relatives instead as this 

map is specific to your chromosomes.  It’s imperative to start a new profile if you wish to map 

matches to another relative. 

Don’t just paint known and confirmed matches – you can also paint unknown matches and group 

them in such a way that when a confirmed match comes along on that segment you will be able to 

quickly recognise that the unknown matches fit on that line.   

Visit DNA Painter here: https://dnapainter.com  

There are a large number of articles and resources that can be accessed here:  

https://dnapainter.com/help/articles   

I also recommend the DNA Painter Facebook group: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/dnapainter  

https://dnapainter.com/
https://dnapainter.com/help/articles
https://www.facebook.com/groups/dnapainter
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Like several of the third party sites DNA Painter is free but also offers a subscription for power users 

i.e. if you want to have more than one profile (up to 50) or use the bulk upload tools.  The current 

cost as of March 2021 is $55 for 12 months. 

 

 

X-Chromosome DNA 

Don’t forget to watch my ‘Understanding X-Chromosome DNA Matching’ RootsTech video on the 

RootsTech Connect website: 

 
 

Watch here: https://www.familysearch.org/rootstech/rtc2021/session/understanding-x-

chromosome-dna-matching  

https://www.familysearch.org/rootstech/rtc2021/session/understanding-x-chromosome-dna-matching
https://www.familysearch.org/rootstech/rtc2021/session/understanding-x-chromosome-dna-matching
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Download the ‘class outline’ here: 

https://familysearch.brightspotcdn.com/cf/af/d8364c3f48fbaefdb484d94da0be/471443-

understanding-x-chromosome-dna-matching-syllabus-michelle-leonard.pdf  

 

What have we learned? 

 

 

 

The DNA Bootcamp follow-up sessions 
We look forward to seeing you at the final Zoom meeting follow-up sessions on Thurs 18th March.   

If you have yet to let Helen know your preferred time for the next follow-up sessions, please do so: 

(5.30-6pmGMT, 6.30-7pmGMT or 7.30-8pmGMT) 

We will send out the Zoom invitation links 48 hours before. 

 

Any queries in the meantime, please email helen.t@family-tree.co.uk  

 

 

 

About Michelle 
Contact & Social Media Links: 

 
Email: michelle@genesandgenealogy.com 

Facebook:  www.facebook.com/genesandgenealogy 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/genealogylass 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/michelleleonardgenealogist 
APG: https://www.apgen.org/profiles/michelle-leonard 

Ancestry Hour: http://www.ancestryhour.co.uk/michelle-leonard.html 
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